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Waterville, Maine 04901
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Colby Quarterly is a journal of analysis of and commentary upon subjects in the humanities, though its emphasis remains on literature written in English. We are interested in regional studies—Maine, New England, and Canadian history as well as literature. We frequently publish essays about authors represented in Colby’s special collections—Thomas Hardy, Henry James, W. B. Yeats, Lady Gregory, James Joyce, Brian Friel, Seamus Heaney, and other Irish writers from 1880 to the present. Other concerns include Irish and American studies, contemporary drama, the relationships of art and literature, and the relationships among psychology, history, and literature.

We periodically publish special issues; recent titles include Varieties of Regionalism: Essays on Regional History and Literature; Women and Religion; Photography and the Life of the Mind; Irish Women Writers; Sarah Orne Jewett: A Writer for Our Time; Contemporary Irish Drama; Work and Subjectivity; American Popular Culture; Cinematic Shakespeare; William Trevor.

Subscriptions: $25.00 per year. Single copies: $7.50.

Electronic copies of back issues may be obtained at ProQuest Information and Learning, P. O. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-9866. We can supply most of the original issues, but not all. We no longer produce an annual index.
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